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Bona Fide Hedge Exemptions for Position Limits
The Commission’s Position Limits proposal fails to properly address the
Congressional mandate to address harmful speculation by allowing overly generous
exemptions, and grants too much authority to financially-conflicted for-profit
exchanges. In addition, the proposed rule fails to take into account lessons learned
from recent turbulence in oil markets, and should also require public data reporting.
The rule should be withdrawn to address these shortcomings.
Section 737 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act directs that “the Commission shall by rule, regulation, or order establish limits on
the amount of positions, as appropriate, other than bona fide hedge positions, that may
be held by any person with respect to contracts of sale for future delivery or with
respect to options on the contracts or commodities traded on or subject to the rules of a
designated contract market.”1 Effective position limits reduce excessive levels of
speculation and restrict the ability of traders from dominating a market. Household
consumers benefit from fairer prices reflecting actual supply and demand when strong
position limits are employed.
This latest position limits incarnation will ineffectively control excessive
speculation because it unnecessarily expands hedge exemptions and grants too much
authority to financially-conflicted for-profit exchanges to determine such exemptions.
The impact is to dilute the effectiveness of the position limits, exposing consumers to
prices driven more by excessive speculation and market position concentration.
Of particular concern is the Commission’s new, industry-friendly procedures for
securing exemptions from the position limits for non-enumerated bona fide hedges.
The proposal grants authority to the for-profit exchanges to provide exemptions from
position limits with just a single application from a market participant. While the
proposal does reserve the right to the CFTC to object within 10 business days, it places
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the for-profit exchanges in the drivers’ seat of making the decisions on granting
exemptions.
Two for-profit corporations—CME Group, Inc. and Intercontinental Exchange,
Inc.—dominate the commodity clearinghouse market. Historically, clearinghouses were
not-for-profit or member-owned associations. But in the last two decades, a
combination of deregulation and organizational changes shifted the exchange structure
to for-profit corporations.
As I stated in a formal dissent report to the CFTC Energy and Environmental
Markets Advisory Committee in February 2016, 2 this shift to exchanges operating as
for-profit corporations has transformed their operational goals. There are three
primary methods CME and ICE derive profit: clearing and transaction fees based upon
trading volume; selling propriety data based on information gleaned from trading
activity on their exchanges; and hawking preferential market access, such as colocation and other services.
The higher the trading volume in an offered product, the greater the profitmaking opportunities for the exchanges. Conversely, lower trading volume constricts
profit-making opportunities. Simply browsing CME’s Twitter feed, 3 for example,
reveals hundreds of posts boasting on a daily basis of ever-higher trading volumes of
products that the company offers. CME annual reports to the Securities and Exchange
Commission describe a variety of incentive programs it offers for its customers to
increase trading volume, offering “volume discounts and limits on fees” and “various
incentive programs to promote trading” for those customers.4 The Financial Times
reported that CME offered a bonus of as much as $1 million per month to the largest
traders for one of its crude futures products. 5 Such volume bonuses undermine efforts
for an exchange to determine hedge exemptions for position limits.
Profiting off of these activities can directly interfere with the exchange’s
functions as market monitors and enforcers. While the exchanges maintain that they
feature internal firewalls, the integrity of those firewalls are verified internally, and not
by outside parties, and are therefore subject to abuse.
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Both for-profit exchanges have difficulty cooperating with current laws and
regulations, casting doubt on their ability to independently enforce the law. The CFTC
forced ICE to pay a $3 million civil penalty for repeated data reporting violations over a
20-month period. Part of the reason the CFTC demanded ICE pay the civil penalty was
due to the company’s insubordination and lack of responsiveness to Commission
requests: “ICE did not respond in a timely and satisfactory manner to inquiries from
CFTC staff from multiple divisions about these data-reporting issues, including initial
inquiries from the Division of Enforcement.” 6 The CFTC was forced to sue CME for
violating internal firewalls and selling confidential trading information to an outside
broker. 7 These transgressions inspire little confidence within the public interest
community that for-profit exchanges can be responsible for enforcing critical
components of Dodd-Frank.
Furthermore, the Commission’s position limits proposal fails to properly
address commodity markets’ shortcomings that were exposed during the recent
COVID-spurred upheaval in oil contracts. As a key oil benchmark contract neared its
expiry, the market experienced massive volatility as prices went below zero for the first
time in history. The reason? The speculators driving the market panicked as they
realized that the contract technically could require settlement in the form of physical
delivery, and all of the storage was full: “As the May expiry rolled around, all the
financial buyers wanted out, but none of the refiners wanted any more oil—because,
again, the world economy has stopped—and so the financial traders had to pay
someone quite a bit of money to take the oil off their hands . . . Financial speculators
have purchased too much virtual oil and are rushing not to actually get it . . . you’d
expect an efficient market to figure out the storage problems more than one day ahead
of expiry, and unwind contracts in a more orderly way.” 8 The markets are not operating
efficiently, in part because of the outsized role speculators continue to play. And the
position limits proposal fail to address the issue.
The problem has been exacerbated by the for-profit exchanges’ tacit
cheerleading of retail investors’ involvement in the market—such as exchange-traded
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funds—that manufacture more demand and trading volatility than otherwise would be
present in the market.
These problems are further complicated by the fact that there is so little public
disclosure of critical market data: “Recent turbulence in the price of light sweet crude
oil futures has highlighted how little is known about the positions of traders and their
impact on the formation of prices . . . Researchers still cannot reconstruct trading
activity and its impact on futures prices around the oil price spike in 2008 or the flash
crashes of 2010 and 2012 . . . There is a strong case for increasing the amount of data
published on historical positions, after a suitable delay . . . the public interest in better
understanding how futures markets work and the impact on prices faced by producers
and consumers outweighs confidentiality concerns . . . Futures markets provide public
as well as private functions, which is why they have a special legal and regulatory status
that sets them apart from other commercial marketplaces.” 9
The proposed rule on position limits is tone-deaf to the serious problems and
inefficiencies we are seeing today in commodity derivative markets. The Commission
needs to withdraw this flawed rule, and enact strong position limits without a decisionmaking role for the for-profit exchanges; and require more public data reporting to
allow independent researchers an opportunity to better understand the role
speculation plays in aggravating market inefficiencies.
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